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A periodical newsletter for all those interested in the work of the Bridport Community Orchard Group

CHAIR’S REPORT FOR 2020
Who would have thought, this time last year, what a topsyturvy 2020 we would have – and it's not over yet!
However, being a mainly outdoor activity, the orchard group
and its band of faithful volunteers have carried on maintaining
this lovely community space for all of Bridport to enjoy. Helped
by the “Rule of 6” we were able to arrange our work sessions
in shifts which has turned out well and kept us up to date with
all the necessary tasks throughout the year.
We had numerous requests from a variety of groups wanting
to use the orchard as they moved their sessions al fresco and
to help with these we maintained a large mown central circle
plus a network of socially distanced paths through the grass.
We received many appreciative comments from local people
who regularly use the space for dog-walking, exercise or just
as a pleasant place to sit.
Despite the various lockdowns,
things have still been taking
place – be it the installation of
a useful bike rack, fruit picking
and tree pruning or the sighting
of a beautiful wasp spider!
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Like many others, the
Committee has learnt to use
Zoom though we did have a
couple of outdoor meetings in
the wildlife area when the
weather allowed.
In conclusion, and on behalf of all the Committee, I would like
to thank Bridport Town Council for its continued support,
especially Will Austin and Daryl Chambers, who are always
helpful and willing to listen to our requests. Also, many thanks
to our team of volunteers who have continued to turn up
despite the difficult circumstances.
Finally, may I extend a huge “Thank You” to Gill Massey,
Rachel French and Christine Preston who have all stepped
down from the Committee in 2020 – your skills will be greatly
missed and difficult to replace.
Let's hope that 2021 gradually sees us getting back to “normal”
life once again.
Jenn Baker
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ALLOTMENT REPORT
As you can imagine, the allotment was very quiet throughout 2020 with just a handful of
volunteers turning up each week to keep things ticking over. However, I must extend many
thanks to Lin & Tisch in particular who did the bulk of the sowing and planting and who looked
after the polytunnel splendidly.
As summer turned out to be hot and dry, we set up a watering rota so that volunteers covered a
section of the plots most days of the week. The result was a great harvest with many crops
shared between us all.

The main allotment development was a grant from the West
Bay Car Boot Fund which has contributed towards the
replacement of our elderly polytunnel.
We now have an
excellent new, larger version and thanks go to Ian, Danny and
their helpers for their expert construction – it will be well used
in 2021!
Jenn Baker

JUBILEE GREEN REPORT
The trees and shrubs have all done well this year, with a good assortment of wildlife - wild flowers, especially on the unmown bank, insects, slow worms, and a wasp spider. The four work parties were well attended, though the dates were adjusted as a result of Covid, and to align with
mowing schedules.
Sadly, there has been a recurrence of vandalism and night-time disturbance to the local residents, one of whom kindly repaired the damaged noticeboard. The seats of the benches require
repair and have been temporarily removed, in the hope that this may also discourage late-night
gatherings.
As usual, the Jubilee Green orchard made a small contribution to the apple harvest (The Golden
Ball and Warrior trees taking a year oﬀ), and there was a good crop of medlars, which some of us
!bletted"#and converted into jelly and !cheese"#for sale at the December !Christmas cheer-up".

www.bridportcommunityorchard.org.uk
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TREASURERS REPORT

JUICING REPORT

I think we can all agree that 2020 has been a most extraordinary year thanks to the Covid-19 pandemic and it has
inevitably had an impact on the Bridport Community Orchard
Group financially.

2020 has been a challenging
year for volunteers involved in
juicing in some ways but our
efforts
have
been
tremendously successful. The
cancellation of Apple Day and
other events on the Orchard
calendar meant that members
of the Juicing Group had to
rethink our plans. The
demands of social distancing
also required a change in
normal working practices.

The table below gives the comparative position in our Current and Deposit accounts at the end of 2019 and 2020.
Current Account
Deposit Account
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE

End 2019
368.12
3,000.00
£3,368.12.

End 2020
842.61
2,002.94
£2,845.55

As you can see we began the year in an extremely healthy
position with £3,000 in our deposit account. However, this
includes sums that were restricted e.g. £735 towards the installation of a new information board which has yet to be
spent and will be carried forward. In addition there was a
sum of £200.00 earmarked for the purchase of our new poly
tunnel.
Our total income for this year was £1,811.30 and our expenditure £2334.05. It shows that over the course of the year our
expenditure has been £532.75 above our income.
The income figure was given a healthy boost by the award of
£350.00 from the West Bay Car Boot funds towards the purchase of our new polytunnel.
Expenditure for the year on the face of it looks high. However, over £800 is accounted for by the purchase and installation of the new polytunnel.
On balance given the circumstances I believe we have been
able to hold our own financially. When the cost of known
spends such as the poly tunnel and information board are
factored in all things considered we end the year in a healthy
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During September and October
a team of hard working and
flexible volunteers met in the
Orchard for four sessions and
juiced a total of 155 trays of
apples all of which had been
grown in the BCOG orchards. It
was a pleasure to remain in the
Orchard for all sessions and
enjoy the wonderful natural
environment. Except for the
last session when the weather
was less than kind to us.
In all, 25 people were involved
in cutting, pressing and bottling
and an unbelievable 218
bottles were produced and all
but a few have been sold. So it
has turned out to be a very
good juicing year.
Rachel French
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WILDLIFE REPORT

ST MARY’S ORCHARD REPORT

The cycle of wildlife management
continued during 2020. In February
we had a good pond clear-out, a biennial task, with excess reedmace
and iris removed, along with unwanted grass. This gave our resident
toads, frogs, palmate newts,
ramshorn snails etc, much more
room to enjoy their watery home! Unless this habit is maintained a pond
will turn itself into a bog and then dry
land in a surprisingly short space of
time.

The orchard's trees and wildlife, despite Covid 19,
followed their normal responses to weather and
changing seasons. The orchard's calm environment
provided a corner of welcome recuperation and relaxation for many throughout the year.

In midsummer we scythed our oldfashioned meadow area over several
sessions to enable invertebrates
(such as grasshoppers and thicklegged flower beetles), frogs and
slow worms to benefit from their
favourite summer habitats. 2020 has
been good for butterflies, and the
meadow was adorned with gatekeepers, meadow browns, common
blues (favourite food plant the birdsfoot trefoil) and speckled woods. After the grass had been cut, we sowed
wild flower seeds of the traditional
meadow varieties, including yellow
rattle, cornflower, cowslip, vipers bugloss and ox-eye daisy; we look forward to seeing a colourful display in
2021!
Maybe the most interesting visitor to
our orchard this year has been wasp
spiders, of which we’ve seen at least
six! These dramatic looking arachnids
have the appearance of a large wasp,
and are becoming increasingly common in southern England. They are a
beautiful sight when viewed poised
on their intricate webs, awaiting the
passing of unsuspecting insect prey!
Paul Arthur

A warm 2019 summer had ensured generous flower
formation in our trees, first seen in the stone fruit
which broke into blossom in mid-March.
The
greengage fans, in their sheltered position, yielded
their best crop ever.

In April, the pears flowered their socks oﬀ and
needed much subsequent fruit thinning! The warm
spring, appreciated by us, was a mixed blessing for
the pears. It prompted hordes of aphids sucking the
sap from their tender young leaves, which curled
and shrivelled. As we don't use pesticides, there's a
limit to how much we can mitigate such damage,
other than by limiting stresses, so the trees recover
for next year.
The apples woke from winter about ten days earlier
than last year and this trend continued through to
harvest. Although a good crop was signalled, the
early drought led to rather small apples. But, once
the rains came in mid summer, we saw rapid
swelling of the fruit. In some cases their skins
cracked. We hadn't experienced this before and
interestingly, these wounds healed quickly, leaving
the fruit scarred but perfectly edible.
Overall we had a good harvest with sweet, well
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